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Abstract A simple language for service description and composition is presented. 
The main idea is to separate biding layer from description and com
position layer. Usually, the biding is an integral part of description 
language, e.g., WSDL, and DAML-S. The second idea is to apply the 
technology of BDI agent. The agents are responsible for task realization 
by composing services into workflows. A composition is done according 
to the simple protocol called entish v. 1.00. 
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Introduction 
The most popular definition of Web services can be found in IBM's 

tutorial [6]: 
Web services are self-contained, self - describing, modular applications that can be 
published, located, and invoked across the Web. Web services perform functions that 
can be anything from simple requests to complicated business processes .. . Once a 
Web service is deployed, other applications (and other Web services) can discover 
and invoke the deployed service. 

In order to realize this vision simple and ubiquitous protocols are 
needed. From service providers' point of view, if they can setup a web 
site they could join global community. From a client's point of view, if 
you can click, you could access services. 

What are the solutions proposed by the prominent vendors? Web ser
vices are getting to mean just UDDI, WSDL, and SOAP. SOAP (Simple 
Object Access Protocol) is a standard for applications to exchange XML 
- formatted messages over HTTP. WSDL (Web Service Description Lan-
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guage) describes what a web service does, where it resides, and how to 
invoke it, i.e., the interface, protocol bindings and the deployment details 
of the service. UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) 
is a standard for publishing information about web services in a global 
registry as well as for web service discovery. Does the stack of standards 
mentioned above provide sufficient means for automatic service invoca
tion, composition, and integration? The problem is hard. UDDI pro
vides a mechanism for automatic service discovery of potential business 
partners. At the moment, it is supposed that after discovery, program
mers affiliated with the business partners program their own systems to 
interact with the services discovered. Automatic Web service integration 
requires more complex functionality than SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI can 
provide. The functionality includes transactions, workflow, negotiation, 
management, and security. There are several efforts that aim at provid
ing such functionality, e.g., WSCL, WSFL, XLANG, BTP, and XAML. 
All these languages are based on SOAP+WSDL+UDDI basic stack, and 
are complex procedural languages very hard to implement and deploy. 

On the other hand there is DAML-S. It is a part of DARPA Agent 
Markup Language project that aims at realizing the Semantic Web con
cept. DAML-S is also a complex procedural language for web service 
composition. 

The basic question is whether the proposed technologies are simple 
and ubiquitous, and which one is the right one. As we see above, the 
landscape of solutions for the new emerging technology is rich and com
plex so that it is not easy to find a clear and straightforward path to 
the one common standard. It seems that the path starts with the basic 
stack SOAP+WSDL+UDDI, however, it is not clear how to go further. 
Perhaps the basic stack is not appropriate, i.e., it is too complex so that 
the next protocols (based on the initial stack) accumulate the initial 
complexity. There is a consensus that SOAP is the right protocol for 
the message exchange. However, there is a growing criticism of WSDL 
and UDDI, e.g., [3,4]. As a response to that criticism, a new Web Service 
Activity of W3C was created [8]. 

1. An alternative solution 
We are going to propose an alternative solution to service description 

and composition. Our approach is based on agent technology. Perhaps 
the most related work is LARKS [5] that now has evolved and became 
a part of DAML-S. 

Before we introduce our idea, let us present some details of WSDL 
and DAML-S. According to the Web Service Activity (see [8]) the basic 
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definitions of WSDL are as follows. 
A Web Service is a software application identified by a URI [IETF RFC 2396}, whose 
interfaces and binding are capable of being defined, described and discovered by XML 
artifacts and supports direct interactions with other software applications using XML 

based messages via internet-based protocols. 
A Client is a software that makes use of a Web Service, acting as its 'user' or 'cus

tomer'. 
A Message is the basic unit of communication between a Web Service and a Client; 

data to be communicated to or from a Web Service as a single logical transmission. 
A set of Messages related to a single Web Service action is called Operation. 
Interface is a logical grouping of operations. An Interface represents an abstract Web 
Service type, independent of transmission protocol and data format. 
An InterfaceBinding specifies the protocol and/or data format to be used in transmit
ting Messages. 
EndPoint {Port) is an association between a fully-specified InterfaceBinding and a 
network address, specified by a URI, that may be used to communicate with an in

stance of a Web Service. An EndPoint indicates a specific location for accessing a 

Web Service using a specific protocol and data format. A collection of EndPoints is 
called Service. 

As we see above, WSDL is strongly related to the concept of binding. 
Also DAML-S concept of grounding is consistent with WSDL's concept 
of binding. The biding is a specification of data format (exchanged by 
applications) and transport protocol. 

Our idea is to separate biding from service description language as 
well as from service composition protocol. To realize our idea we must 
give a different meaning to the notion of message. This meaning is based 
on the following assumptions: 

• Message contents is not a data exchanged by communicating ap
plications. 

• Message contents describes how to arrange and synchronize the 
data exchange between the applications. 'Dansmission of the data 
is realized in the layer below, where the biding is implemented. 

Hence, we have two layers: The first one is for arranging and synchro
nizing data passing between applications; it is called service description 
and composition layer. The second one is for message and data trans
mission; it is called binding layer. We claim that the binding layer can 
be arbitrary, for example, SOAP is an excellent candidate here, so that 
service description and composition layer can be specified independently 
from the biding layer. 

One of the important consequences of our assumptions is that we must 
have one universal message format for communication between services, 
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and the message contents is a formula of some fixed language rather than 
data to be processed by an application. The second consequence is that, 
in our approach, service is composed of an application and universal 
interface for communication in the language. 

The language of message contents is called service description and 
composition language. We are going to construct one specific language 
called Entish. 

General overview of the environment, the language is supposed to 
describe, is the following. Services perform some operations, that is, 
process data (called e-documents or resources). The processing consists 
in the following: Given input resources, operation produces an output 
resource. Client (user or an application) wants to realize a task. Task 
specifies the properties of a final resource to be produced and delivered 
to a fixed place by a timeout. Task should be realized by a composition 
of a number of operations performed by services. Agent is a process 
dedicated for a single task realization. The agent is obliged to discover, 
arrange, and synchronize appropriate services (whose operations are in 
the composition) into a workflow. Then, the workflow is executed and 
controlled by the agent. It is supposed that there are registries (called 
infoServices) for publication of operation tytpes performed by services 
on the one hand, and for service discovery by agents on the other hand. 
There are four types of actions that can be executed in our environment: 
send/receive message executed by agent or service; perform operation 
executed by service; get resource executed by service; change state ex
ecuted by agent or service. 

The tasks are expressed as formulas in our description language. The 
language describes situations between agents, services, and resources be
fore and after action executions. However, actions and causal relations 
are not described explicitly in our language. Agents and services have 
several mental attitudes (e.g., intentions, commitments, goals, knowl
edge) that describe the workflow formation process in our language. 

More detailed description of our approach is presented in the next Sec
tion. The description language is presented in Section 3. Formal XML 
syntax of the language as well as XML format of message, and agent 
/ service state are defined in the documents: message.xsd, state.xsd, 
formula.xsd, definitions.xsd, and properEntish.xml that are available on 
request (mailto: sambrosz@ipipan.waw.pl) and will be available shortly 
on our web site: www.ipipan.waw.pl/mas/ 

A protocol for service publication, discovery as well for as workflow 
formation, execution and control is specified in the Section 4. It is called 
entish v. 1. 0. Although the protocol should be considered as a simple 
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example, it is quite powerful; it implements two-phase commit (2PC) 
transactions. 

The description language, the universal format of message and state 
as well as the proposal of a composition protocol constitute together the 
service description and composition layer. The problem is how this layer 
is implemented in the biding layer, i.e., how the message and resource 
transport is realized. The solution we have adopted to solve the prob
lem is natural and extremely simple. The sender as well as the recipient 
name is a URI, i.e., it contains the absolute address of the sender (or 
the recipient} and the name of a tranBport protocol for communication 
(e.g., SOAP is the protocol of choice). As to the resource passing be
tween services, we have chosen the "pull" method, that is, the service 
(say, servicel} that wants to pass a resource to the another service (say, 
serviceD) sends the following information to the serviceD: "The resource 
you are supposed to receive has the name url(J'. Once the serviceD got to 
know the name of the resource (i.e., urlO}, it can download the resource 
by HTTP, i.e., the resource names are supposed to be URLs. 

The present work is based on our earlier work published in [1,2) where 
the basic ideas of our approach were introduced. In the paper we present 
a concrete realization of these ideas in the form of formal specification 
of description language and composition protocol. The space limit does 
not allow to present details of the ongoing implementation of our com
position protocol. 

2. Description language and composition 
protocol 

Two basic components are necessary to realize our vision of service 
integration: description language, and composition protocol. 

Description language should allow to describe not only the type of 
operation performed by a particular service, but also relations between 
agents (responsible for task realizations} and services engaged in these 
task realizations. Agent intentions, and service commitments are ex
amples of these relationB. The language must be open. It means that 
any user I programmer can add to the language new primitive concepts, 
i.e., new types of resources (e-documents}, new relations, as well as new 
functions. However, this must be done according to the fixed rules (see 
definitions.xsd}, so that the integrity of language syntax is preserved. 

The composition protocol is a conversation protocol between agents, 
services, and infoServices. During a conversation (i.e., a protocol ses
sion) messages are exchanges that may effect the state of sender I recipi
ent. The language of message contents is supposed to be our description 
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language, i.e., the contents is an evaluated formula of our language de
scribing a situation between an agent, services and e-documents. 

Hence, the Message format is extremely simple (see message.xsd) and 
consists of the following items: 

• Header; 

Prom; sender address. 

To; recipient address. 

Protocol; name of protocol. 

Version; version of protocol. 

Session; session identifier. 

Order; type (order) of the message in the protocol. 

• Body; contents of the message. 

Body contains facts, i.e., evaluated formulas. A fact is called Info (an 
element defined in message.xsd) and is composed of the following items: 

formula, time, place, signature. The meaning of Info is that formula 
was true at time, in place, and this was stated by the one who signed it. 

We propose one universal state format for agents as well as for services 
(see state.xsd). The State format consists of the following items: 

• Owner; the name of the owner (i.e., an agent or a service) of the 
state. 

• Goal; agent's task (or the type of operation performed by a service 
if the State belongs to the service). 

• Intentions; lists of agent's intentions. 

• Commitments; a set of service's commitments. 

• Knowledge; the container for agent's/service's knowledge; it is a 
collection of Info elements. 

Note that in our framework, agent has no commitments, and service 
has no intentions. However, it is also reasonable to consider agents that 
make commitments, as well as services having intentions. 

Goal consists of two elements: formin and farmOut. Each of them 
contains a formula of our description language. If the state belongs 
to a service, the Goal represents the type of operation performed by 
the service, so that formin describes precondition of service invocation, 
whereas farmOut describes the post condition (effect) of performing the 
operation by the service. If the state belongs to an agent, then formin 
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is either empty or contains a formula that describes precondition for 
realizing the agent's task, whereas farmOut formula describes the agent's 
task. 

Commitments is a set of service's commitments. A commitment con
sists of two elements: formin and farmOut. Each of them contains a 
formula of our description language. formin describes precondition of 
the commitment, whereas formOut describes the post condition, i.e., 
effect the service has committed to realize. Once a commitment is real
ized, it is removed from Commitments, however the information about 
the realization is stored in Knowledge. 

Intentions is the element composed of the following three parts: 

• Plan is a sequence (list) of formulas (called intentions) describing 
agent's plan. 

• Workflow is a set of intentions moved from Plan for which agent has 
already arranged commitments with services. They are supposed 
to form a workflow for realizing agent's task. 

• Realized it is w set of intentions moved from Workflow that have 
been already satisfied by realization of the associated commit
ments. 

An intention is moved from Plan to Workflow if agent has found a service 
that has committed to realize this intention. An intention is moved from 
Workflow to Realized if this intention has been already realized. 

An algorithm of agent functioning can be sketched as follows. 
1. Agent's task is set as its first intention and put into Plan. 
2. The first intention is decomposed into a sequence of intentions on the 
basis of an Info received from an infoService. 
3. Agent is looking for a service that can realize the first intention from 
its Plan. 
4. Once the agent has found a service that has committed to realize its 
current intention, the intention is moved from Plan to W orkftow whereas 
the precondition of the service commitment is set as a new intention and 
is put as the last element of the agent's Plan. 
5. If Plan is an empty sequence, a workflow for task realization is com
pleted and may be executed. 
6. Once the agent gets confirmation that an intention from Workflow is 
realized, it is moved to Realized. 
7. If Workflow is empty, then the workflow has been already executed 
successfully, so that the task is realized, and the agent can send the final 
confirmation approving the transaction performed by the workflow. 
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3. Description language 
Formula of our description language is the basic component of all the 

data structure defined in the previous section. In order to specify the 
formula formally, we must define the syntax of our description language. 

The description language is a simple version of the language of first 
order logic with types, and without negation and quantifiers. The syn
tax of our language is specified in formula.xsd, where a XML syntax 
of the language is defined. Specific primitive concepts, i.e., types, rela
tions, and functions are introduced in properEntish.xml that defines the 
standard part of the language Entish. It is worth to note that these spe
cific concepts are introduced in the same way (using the schema defini
tions.xsd) as another concepts can be introduced, i.e., properEntish.xml 
is an instance of the schema definitions.xsd. 

Since XML syntax is hard to read, we also introduce more readable 
syntax for presentation. So that, if 'If; and 41 are formulas, then ('1/J or 
41), ('1/J and 41), ('1/J implies 41) are formulas. Terms and atomic formu
las are defined in the usual way however, quantifiers and negation are 
not used. Predefined types, relations and functions (defined formally in 
properEntish.xml) are listed below: 
Types: 

Agent is a primitive type; agent (i.e., element of type Agent) is a pro
cess equipped with its own state (i.e., element State defined in state.xsd). 
It is supposed that all essential data of the agent is stored in its state. 
Agent is dedicated for a single task realization. It is created when there 
is a task to be realized, and is terminated after the task realization or if 
the task can not be realized. 

Service is a primitive type; service (i.e., element of type Service) is 
a process having its own state (i.e., element State defined in state.xsd). 
The main service's component is an application that processes data (e
documents). Processing e-documents may result in effecting the real 
world, e.g., purchasing a commodity or withdraw of some amount of 
money from a bank account, or just taking some physical actions like 
switching off/on a washing machine. 

Time; element of this type is a time written according to xsd:time 
format. 

Token; token (i.e., element of type Token) is an arbitrary string. It is 
used as value of function token{?resource), (the question mark? before 
a string indicates that this string is a variable). Tokens are a general 
way to identify resources (e-docs) at the language level. Note that our 
language is independent from data format of resources; the format may 
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timeout(?t) can be evaluated at any host. It is true if the time ?tis 
less or equal to the current GMT time at the host. 

(?x=?y) is a polymorphic equality relation. It can be evaluated if ?x 
and ?y are of the same type. 

isln( ?resource, ?service ) states that ?resource is in ?service. It can 
be evaluated locally only by ?service. 

intentions(?agent) is an atomic formula. It is evaluated only locally 
by ?agent. During an evaluation it is replaced with the disjunction of 
all formulas from the element Plan of the State of the ?agent. 

formlnOperationType( ?service) is an atomic formula to be evaluated 
only by ?service. During an evaluation it is replaced with the formula 
from the formln element of Goal of the State of ?service. The formula 
describes the precondition necessary for ?service invocation. 

formOutOperationType( ?service ) is an atomic formula to be eval
uated only by ?service. During an evaluation it is replaced with the 
formula from the farmOut element of Goal of the State of ?service. The 
formula describes the post condition of ?service invocation, i.e., there
sult of performing the operation by ?service. 

formlnCommitment( ?service ) is an atomic formula evaluated only 
by ?service. During an evaluation it is replaced with the disjunction 
of formulas from formln elements of all commitment elements of Com
mitments of the State of ?service. It describes the preconditions of the 
commitments made by the ?service. 

formOutCommitment( ?service ) is an atomic formula evaluated only 
by ?service. During an evaluation it is replaced with the conjunction of 
formulas from farmOut elements of all commitment elements of Com
mitments of the State of ?service. It describes the post conditions of the 
commitments made by the ?service. 

There is only one predefined function: token( ?resource ) that returns 
token (an element of type Token) determined for ?resource by the service 
that expects it to be delivered as its input resource. 

A formula is syntactically valid (well constructed) if it is constructed 
according to the syntax specified in formula.xsd, and properEntish.xml, 
and if the names of types, relations, and functions occurring in the for
mula have been already defined in XML documents (instances of defini
tions.xsd), and the documents are available by HTTP. And the names 
are used according to their specifications in the documents. 
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4. Composition protocol 
Now, we are ready to specify our protocol for service composition. 

Generally, protocol is a specification of message exchange between par
ties, and how sending I receiving a specific message type changes the 
state of sender I recipient. The parties that participate in conversation 
(protocol session) are: agent, service, and infoService. 

The format of agent I service state was specified in the previous sec
tion. The state format of infoService is extremely simple; it consists of a 
collection of facts, i.e., of elements of type Info. The protocol is divided 
into three main parts: publication, discovery, and workflow formation 
and execution. The publication part is a conversation between service 
and infoServices, the discovery part is between agent and infoServices, 
whereas the workflow formation and execution part is between agent and 
services. 

Once implemented, the protocol serves for the following purpose: 1. 
Applications could be joined to our infrastructure as services. 2. Tasks, 
issued by the clients, could be realized. 

Although tasks and intentions could be defined as arbitrary formu
las of the description language, we define the canonical format of task 
formula, and intention formula that will be used in our composition pro
tocol. The canonical format of intention formula is the following. 
( isln{ ?finRes, serviceD) and ?finRes =fun{ ?inputl, ?input2, ... , 
?inputN ) and 
token( ?finRes ) = tokD and prop( ?finRes ) and timeout( dateD ) ) 
The meaning is that tokl is the identifier of the final resource ?finRes 
that must be delivered to the serviceD by the time dataD, and the final 
resource is the output of some operation that implements the abstract 
function fun. And the final resource has the properties expressed in 
prop( ?finRes). The canonical format of prop( ?finRes) is the following: 
{ propl { ?finRes} or prop2{ ?finRes) or ... propK( ?finRes) ) . It is 
disjunction of K subformulas. Each of the subformulas is conjunction of 
atomic formulas describing the resource ?finRes. The formula is satisfied 
if one (or more) of its subformulas is satisfied. Hence, the subformulas 
may be viewed as offers, from which one should be chosen. 

However, sometimes the formula prop{ ?finRes) may be reduced to 
the following: 
( ?finRes =fun( ?inputl, ... , ?inputN) and ?inputl = resl and ... 
?inputN = resN) 
where resl, ... resN are names (URJs) of concrete resources. It means 
that the final resource is the result of processing the concrete resources 
in the way denoted by the abstract function fun. 
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The canonical format of task is similar to the format of intention. Only 
the second component of the conjunction (i.e., ?finRes =fun( ?input1, 
?input2, . . . , ?inputN) is changed to the formula of the following format: 
?finRes =fun( fun1 {. .. ), ... , funN( .. .) ) . The meaning is that the final 
resource ?finRes is the result of a function composition. The function 
composition represents the abstract production process that must be 
performed for the task realization. The types of variables (represented 
as" ... " and occurring on the right side of the equality) are the types of 
the initial resources necessary to realize the task. 

Operation type of service is described in our language by the following 
pair of atomic formulas: formlnOperation'Pype( service) and formOut
Operation'Pype( service) . When evaluated they are replaced with the 
formulas in formln (resp. farmOut) elements of Goal of the service's 
State. We fix the format of the formulas in formln and farmOut el
ements in the following way. Suppose that the operation (the service 
performs) implements an abstract function fun already introduced to 
our language. The function has N arguments of some types (say, ?x1, 
?x2, ... , ?xN) and returns the value ?y =fun( ?x1, ?x2, ... , ?xN) of 
some type. Then, the precondition of operation type (i.e., the formula 
in formln) has the following format: 
( isln( ?input1, service) and isln{ ?input2, service) and ... {isln{ ?in
putN, service ) 
Whereas the post condition, i.e., the formula in farmOut) has the fol
lowing format: 
( isln( ?output, ?anyService) and ?output =fun( ?input1, ?input2, ... 
, ?inputN) 

The commitments of service are described in our language by the fol
lowing pair of atomic formulas : formlnCommitments( service ) and 
formOutCommitments( service } . The first formula describes the pre
condition of a commitment whereas the second formula describes the 
effect (post condition) the service has committed to realize. It is worth 
to note that the syntactic form of commitment corresponds to the form 
of operation type. When evaluated, formlnCommitments( service ) is 
substituted by disjunction of the formulas from all formln of commitment 
elements of Commitments of the service's State, whereas formOutCom
mitments( service ) is substituted by conjunction of the formulas from 
all farmOut of commitment elements of Commitments. 

The format of post condition of commitment, i.e., the formula in far
mOut, is the same as the format of intention. The format of the precon
dition of commitment, (i.e., the formula in formln) is the following: 
{cp1 and timeout{t1) whereas the format of {cp1) is: 
{isln{?input1, service) and token(?input1}=tok1 and prop1{?input1)} 
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and 
(isln(?input2, service) and token(?input2}=tok2 and prop2(?input2}} 
and ... 
(isln(?inputN, service) and token(?inputN}=tokN and propN(?inputN)) 

Let us present here a sketch of two integration protocols: service invo
cation, and service composition. Service invocation protocol is composed 
of the following five steps: 
1. Agent sends to the serviceD the message: "my intention is ( '1/J 0 )" , 
formally it is the following formula ( '1/JO implies intentions( agent)) 
2. The serviceD responds with the following commitment: "I commit to 
realize ( '1/J 0 ) if ( '1/J 1 ) is satisfied", formally: 
(( 'I/J1 implies formlnCommitments( serviceO)) and ( formOutCommit
ments( serviceO) implies '1/JO )) 
It is supposed implicitly that the commitment can be realized, i.e., it is 
consistent with the operation type performed by the serviceD. It means 
that once ( '1/J 1 ) is satisfied, it follows that the precondition for the ser
viceD invocation is satisfied, and the operation can be performed by the 
serviceD. Once the operation is performed (i.e., the post condition of the 
operation type is satisfied), it follows that the formula ( '1/JO) is satisfied. 
3. Suppose that the formula ( '1/J 1 ) is satisfied by another servicel. 
4. Then, the formula ( '1/J 0) is satisfied, and the intention is realized. 
5. Finally, the serviceD sends a confirmation to the agent. 
Composition of two services (serviceD and servicel) is arranged by the 
agent in the following way. The agent arranges the realization of its first 
intention ( '1/JD ), with the serviceD. Service agrees to realize this inten
tion conditionally, i.e., if the formula ( '1/Jl ) is satisfied. Then, the agent 
puts the formula ( '1/Jl ) as its current intention, and looks for another 
service that could realize this intention. Suppose that the agent got to 
know that it follows from the operation type of the servicel that the 
service could realize its current intention. The agent starts conversation 
with the servicel by sending the message: "my intention is ( '1/Jl )" . 
Once the servicel agrees to realize this intention, the operations of the 
serviceD and the servicel are composed, and form a part of a workflow 
the agent must construct in order to realize its task. 

4.1. Specification of entish v. 1.00 
We specify the following message elements. 

Protocol (i.e., the protocol name) is set as "entish". 
Version is set as "l.DD". 
Session is set as the name (URl) of the process (agent or service) that 
has initialized the conversation session. There are two cases. A newly 
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created agent can initialize a session dedicated to its task realization; 
the session last as long as the agent exists. Or a newly created service 
initializes a session for publishing the type of operation it performs; the 
session lasts as long as the service exists. 
Order denotes the message type, or message order in the protocol. 

We distinguish the following message types: 
Order="OOO" - service sends Info containing its operation type to 
infoServices. The Info can be forwarded in a message having the same 
order and session. 
Order="lll" - infoService sends Info to a service confirming the 
publication of the service's operation type, and setting a timeout for its 
validity. 
Order="OOl" - agent sends Info with its current intention to an in
foService or a service. The contents, i.e., the Info, may be forwarded in 
a messages having the same order and session. 
Order="021" - a service sends Info about its commitment to realize 
the agent's intention sent in a message of order 001. 
Order="222" - agent sends (synchronously) confirmation to the all 
services, arranged into workflow, informing them that the workflow is 
completed, i.e., there are no elements in the agent's Plan. The contents 
of the message is Info with the formula (true ). After successful sending, 
the workflow is executed. 
Order="321" -service sends Info about the resource (it has already 
produced) to the next service in workflow. The next service is supposed 
to download the resource. 
Order="333" -the next service in the workflow (after successful re
source downloading) sends Info that confirms the downloading to the 
service (that has produced this resource) which in turn forwards the 
confirmation to the agent in a message having the same order and ses
sion. 
Order="999" -agent sends (synchronously) confirmation, to all par
ticipants of the workflow, informing that the workflow has been success
fully executed. The message may be sent if Plan and Workflow in agent's 
state are empty. The contents of the message is Info with the formula ( 
true ). This message type implements two-phase commit (2PC) trans
action. 
Order="020" - agent sends Info to a service that its commitment 
should be canceled. The message contents (i.e., Info ) is the same as 
the contents of the message of order 021 that was sent by the service to 
inform the agent about the commitment made by the service. 

In order to complete specification of our composition protocol, the 
following items must be specified for each of the message types presented 
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above. 
1. Session name. 
2. What is sender? What is recipient? 
3. Precondition needed to send a message of this type. 
4. The name of agent/service that has created the Info in the message 
body. Format of the formula in the Info. 
5. How the sender's state is changed and/or what action should be 
executed: send message, perform operation, or get resource. 
6. How the recipient's state is changed and/or which action should be 
executed. 

The specifications for particular message orders are listed below. 
Message of Order="OOO". 

1. Session is the name of service. 
2. Sender is a service. Recipient is an infoService or an agent. 
3. The precondition: the formula ( ¢>1 ) is in formln of Goal of the 
State of the service, whereas the formula ( ¢>0 ) is in formOut of Goal 
of the State of the service. 
4. Info is created by the service. Formula format: 
( ¢>1 implies forminOperationType(service) ) 
and 
{ formOutOperationType(service) implies ¢>0) 
5. No state change and no action execution by the sender. 
6. The recipient may put the message contents into its Knowledge. 

A message of order 000 may be also sent by infoService to an agent 
as the reply to its message of order 001. Then, the Info of the message 
of order 000 is an Info from Knowledge of the infoService. 

Message of Order="lll". 
1. Session is the name of service. 
2. Sender is an infoService. Recipient is a service that sent message of 
order 000. 
3. Precondition: the contents of message of order 000 (sent by the 
service) is in Knowledge of the sender. 
4. Info is created by the infoService. Formula format: ( timeout(t) ) 
5. No state change and no action execution by the sender. 
6. The recipient may put the message contents into its Knowledge. 

Message of Order="OOl". 
1. Session is the name of agent. 
2. Sender is an agent. Recipient is a service or infoService. 
3. Precondition: The formula {¢>0 and timeout{tO)) is the first formula 
in Plan of the agent's State. 
4. Info is created by the agent. Formula format: 
( ( ¢>0 and timeout{tO)) implies intentions(agent)) 
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5. No state change and no action execution by the sender. 
6. The recipient may put the message contents into its Knowledge. 

Message of Order="021". 
1. Session is the name of agent. 
2. Sender is a service, say serviceO. Recipient is the agent. 
3. Precondition: The serviceO has received message of order 001 from 
the agent; the message contents was Info with the formula: ({<PO and 
timeout(tO)) implies intentions(agent) ) . ServiceO can realize the for
mula {<PO and timeout{tO)), i.e., it follows from the post condition ofits 
operation type. 
4. Info is created by the service. Formula format: 
( ( </Jl and timeout{tl)) implies formlnCommitment{serviceO)) 
and 
( formOutCommitment(serviceO) implies ( </JO and timeout{tO))) 
the time tl must be less than tO. 
5. The sender commits to realize the agent intention (i.e., the formula 
( </JO and timeout{ tO) ) however under the condition that some other 
formula, i.e., ( </Jl and timeout{tl)) , determined by the service, is sat
isfied. This results in the following change of State of the sender. New 
commitment element is created, and the formula ( </Jl and timeout{tl)) 
is put into the formin element of commitment, whereas the formula ( <jJO 
and timeout{tO)) is put into the formOut element of the commitment. 
The formula {</Jl and timeout{tl)} is the precondition for performing 
operation by the sender. Generally, the formula (<Pl) states that input 
resources, say '?resl, '?res2, ... , '?resN, have certain properties, i.e., 
propl{'?resl}, prop2{'?res2}, ... , propN{'?resN); 
for each of these resources a token has determined, i.e., 
token('?resl}=tokl, token{'?res2)=tok2, ... , token{'?resN)=tokN, 
and these resources are delivered to the sender (serviceO), i.e., 
isin{?resl, serviceO}, isin{'?res2,serviceO}, ... , isin{?resN, serviceO). 
Hence, {<jJl) is conjunction of the following elementary formulas: 
{ isin{'?resl, serviceO) and token{'?resl)=tokl and propl{?resl)) 
and 
( isin{'?res2, serviceO) and token(?res2)=tok2 and prop2{?res2)) 
and ... 
{ isin{'?resN, serviceO) and token{?resN)=tokN and propN{?resN)) 
Each of the formulas propl{?resl}, prop2{?res2}, ... , propN{?resN), is 
disjunction of subformulas. Each of the subformulas of the formula (say 
prop2(?res2)) is conjunction of atomic formulas describing the resource 
?res2 . Formula prop2{?res2} is satisfied is one (or more) of its subfor
mulas is satisfied. Hence, the subformulas may be viewed as offers, from 
which one should be chosen. 
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6. The recipient changes its State in the following way: It puts the 
message contents (i.e., the Info into its Knowledge, moves the formula 
(ljJD and timeout{tO)) from Plan to Workflow. Then, it decomposes the 
formula ( l/11 and timeout{tl)) into the following elementary formulas: 
f/JD1 = isin(?resl, serviceD) and token(?res1)=tok1 and prop1{?res1) and 
timeout{tl); 
ljJD2 = isin(?res2, serviceD) and token(?res2)=tok2 and prop2{?res2) and 
timeout{tl); 

f/JDN = isin(?resN, serviceD) and token{?resN)=tokN 
and propN(?resN) and timeout{tl) 
Then, the agents creates intentions from these elementary formulas by 
adding, for example to the first one, a formula of the form ?rest = fun1 { 
?res11, ... ?res1K) . It is supposed that the agent already knows the 
abstract production process needed to produce the final resource. The 
abstract process is a function composition that occurs in the task for
mula, i.e., the formula in farmOut element of Goal of the agent's State. 
The process is expressed as function composition, e.g., 
?finalRes =fun( funl{ ... ), ... funN( ... )) 

Let's assume that for all of these new intentions the agent has ar
ranged services that has committed to realize them, i.e., the serviceD1 
committed to realize the intention corresponding to the formula {l/1D1), 
the serviceD2 committed to realize the intention corresponding to the 
formula {lfJD2), ... the serviceDN committed to realize the intention cor
responding to the formula (ljJDN). 

This means, that each of these services has sent to the agent the ap
propriate message of order 021 containing the Info about its commitment 
to realize the corresponding agent's intention. 

Message of Order="222". 
1. Session is the name of agent. 
2. Sender is the agent. Recipient is any service that has sent to the agent 
a message of order 021 with Info about its commitment to realize an 
intention of the agent, and the agent has not canceled this commitment, 
i.e., has not replied with the message of order 020. 
3. Precondition: the list Plan of Intentions of the agent's State is empty. 
4. Info is created by the agent. Formula format: ( true ) 
5. No state change and no action execution by the sender. 
6. Any of the recipients executes its operation if the precondition is 
satisfied. 

Message of Order="321". 
1. Session is the name of agent. 
2. Sender is serviceOl. Recipient is serviceO. 
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3. Precondition: ServiceOl has committed to realize the intention (cor
responding to ¢;01 ). ServiceOl has received the message of order 222 
from the agent. The precondition of the commitment was satisfied. Op
eration was performed successfully by the serviceOl, and as the result 
the resource url-res1 was produced by the serviceOl. The name of the 
resource is an URL, which means that it can be downloaded by HTTP. 
4. Info is created by seviceOl. The format: ( token(url-res1}=tok1) 
5. The sender's state is not changed. 
6. The recipient puts the message contents (i.e., an Info) into its Knowl
edge, and downloads the resource. After the successful downloading, the 
recipient is obliged to send confirmation, i.e., the following message of 
order 333. If a precondition of a commitment made by the serviceD is 
satisfied, then the serviceD performs its operation. 

Message of Order="333". 
1. Session is the name of agent. 
2. Sender is the serviceD. Recipient is the serviceD!. 
3. Precondition: sender (i.e. serviceD) received the above message of 
order 321 from serviceD!. 
4. Info is created by the serviceD. Formula format: the intention corre
sponding to ( ¢; 01) . 
5. No state change and no action execution by the sender. 
6. The recipient (serviceD!) puts the message contents into its Knowl
edge, and then forwards the message contents with the same session and 
order to the agent. The agent moves the intention corresponding to the 
formula (¢;01} from Workflow to Realized. The serviceD! removes the 
commitment corresponding to the realization of the intention. 

Message of Order="999". 
1. Session is the name of agent. 
2. Sender is the agent. Recipients are all services arranged into workflow. 
3. Precondition: the lists Workflow and Plan of the agent's State are 
empty. 
4. Info is created by the agent. Formula format: ( true ) 
5. After successful message sending, the agent process is terminated. 
6. The recipients finish successfully their transactions. 

Message of Order="020". 
1. Session is the name of agent. 
2. Sender is the agent. Recipient is a service that has sent appropriate 
message of Order="D21" to the agent. 
3. There is no precondition. 
4. The same Info is returned as in the message of order D21. 
5. The corresponding intention formula is moved back from Workflow 
to Plan by the agent. The corresponding Info is removed from agent's 
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Knowledge. 
6. The corresponding commitment is removed by the recipient. 

This completes the specification of the protocol entish v. 1.00. 
Actually, the paper describes the work in progress. Although the de

scription language and composition protocol have already been specified 
formally, they must be verified by several independent implementations. 
Once it is shown that different and independent implementations inter
operate, the language and the protocol may be considered as a proposal 
of some interest. The first prototype implementations are in progress. 
More details will be published progressively on our web site. 
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